Hyperbole

Match the phrases to create hyperbolic sentences.

- Alex had a thousand in a million years.
- Kenneth’s brain was a jungle of stores.
- The book took Little Kimberly from a mile away.
- We haven’t seen each other missed calls.
- The city we died of laughter.
- The new mall was never sleeps.
- I smelled the pizza the size of a pea.
- The movie was so hilarious on a pleasure trip to New York.
Match the phrases to create hyperbolic sentences.

- Alex had a thousand
- Kenneth’s brain was
- The book took Little Kimberly
- We haven’t seen each other
- The city
- The new mall was
- I smelled the pizza
- The movie was so hilarious

- in a million years.
- a jungle of stores.
- from a mile away.
- missed calls.
- we died of laughter.
- never sleeps.
- the size of a pea.
- on a pleasure trip to New York.